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A relatively light deal
announcement month.

Online marketplace for 
investors and insururs

Platform to build and
 share online games

Discord for Mobile Gaming 

Total Deals Announced

Follow-On Investments

Initial Investments

B2B 

B2C

Possible Candidates

Added to our Watch list

Rounds over $100M

82

50

31

43

17

5

15

39
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$32 Million

Series A

LVP, General Catalyst

New York, New York 

$27 Million

Bunch started life as a stand-alone app enabling video conferencing while playing mobile games, and now
has an API for developers to embed social elements into their mobile games.   With investmnet from leading
mobile game publishers, they are well-positioned to become the social standard on casual mobile games
just as discord has become the messaging standard for serious PC gamers.  And social networks always
score very high on our 100 point scale, in this case 87/100.

Network effects are strong here, as they are for every social network, because you and your friends all
benefit from adopting the same platform to communicate.  And therefore Bunch is viral, as you need to
invite your friends to make it a social experience.  The added distribution of game publishers earns them a
solid 8/10 for distribution with room to improve to 10/10 if when we look more carefully at the data.  We
gave Bunch a nine for Product Market Fit for ease of adoption and significant enhancement of the game
experience.  Bunch delivers straight 10’s for Market Size, Gross Margins, and Scalability, as social networks
tend to scale faster than any other model.

Overal, Bunch could reach a score well into the 90s at maturity, and we look forward to digging in and
learning more. 

Bunch - 87/100

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

Bunch is "Discord for Mobile" applying a video chat layer on top of mobile games, enhancing
the experience for users, and elevating game virality and engagement for publishers. 
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$16 Million

Series A 

Accel, Allegis NL Capital, MassMutual

Ventures, SignalFire

Washington DC

$27 Million

Capital markets are searching for yield, and Ledger wants to deliver. With Ledger, insurers can expose
their contracts for securitization and sale to institutional investors.   Founded and backed by experts in
insurance capital markets, Ledger allows insurers to tune their balance sheets as claims exposure
changes over time.  

Ledger earns a solid 83 points, a high score attributable to  strong network effects arising from its high
transaction value 2-sided marketplace.  In financial markets, liquidity and price are the key elements. 
 So insurers will choose the market with the most buyers, and institutional buyers will choose the
market with the best selection of insurance risk products to purchase.  Getting Allegis and Mass Mutual
as investors gets them a big step toward that goal.  

 We are cautious on product market fit, however, as these products are unfamiliar to most buyers and
can be difficult to price.  Ledger scored 10’s for Market Size and Gross Margins as a new asset class for
investors has the potential to create an incredibly lucrative market. Similarly, there is nothing limiting
their scalability.  Overall a great company to learn more about. 

Ledger Investing: 83/100

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

Ledger enables insurers to securitize their risk for sale to institutional investors
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$15 Million

Corporate Round

Benchmark, Epic Games, Roc Nation

San Mateo, California, USA

$60 Million

 Backed by Benchmark, Manticore wants to do for PC games what Roblox did for simple mobile games. 
 An ambitious undertaking, as PC gamers are older, more sophisticated, and have low tolerance for low-
grade graphics and game play.  

,Manticore scored 82/100.  Once again we ascribe a 10/10 for network effects.  More players leads to
more authors, and more authors brings more players.  Distribution gets 8/10, a solid score but we don't
see this as strongly viral or otherwise scalable on customer acquisition.  We gave them a provisional score
of 6 for Product Market fit, as we want to see them demonstrate that the platform  is simple enough for
an inexperienced creator, yet produces high quality finished products sufficient for the PC gaming
audience .  The rest of Manticore’s fundamentals  earned 10s as they are tapping into the massive video
game market with a platform that will be able to scale frictionlessly with high gross margins. 

Overall a strong contender but they need to nail the product or those network effects will not kick in..

Manticore Games - 82/100 

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

Manticore created Core, a platform to build, share, and play online games.
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September Deals
As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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September Deals Continued
As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track


